This paper studies the computational complexity of the Edge Packing problem and the Vertex Packing problem. The edge packing problem (denoted by EDS ) and the vertex packing problem (denoted by DS ) are linear programming duals of the edge dominating set problem and the dominating set problem respectively. It is shown that these two problems are equivalent to the set packing problem with respect to hardness of approximation and parametric complexity. It follows that EDS and DS cannot be approximated asymptotically within a factor of O(|V| 1 2 −ǫ ) for any ǫ > 0 unless NP = ZPP where, V is the set of vertices of the given graph. This is in contrast with the fact that the edge dominating set problem is 2-approximable whereas the dominating set problem is known to have an O(log |V|) approximation algorithm. It also follows from our proof that EDS and DS are W[1]-complete under standard parameterization.
Introduction
The hardness of approximation and parametric complexity of the dominating set problem and the edge dominating set problem are well studied in literature. In this paper we investigate the approximability and parametric complexity of linear programming (LP) duals of these problems.
Given a graph G = (V, E), a set of edges M ⊆ E is called an edge dominating set (EDS) if every edge in E \ M is adjacent to at least one edge in M. The minimum edge dominating set problem asks for such subset M of minimum cardinality. It is NP-complete even for planar and bipartite graphs [1] . It is also known that this problem is 2-approximable [1, 2] and fixed parameter tractable [3] , where the parameter is the size of the edge dominating set (called the standard parameterization).
Dominating set (DS) of a graph G = (V, E) is a subset V ′ ⊆ V such that for every u ∈ V \ V ′ , there exists at least one v ∈ V ′ for which (u, v) ∈ E. A minimum dominating set is a dominating set of minimum cardinality. The dominating set problem is proved to be equivalent to the set cover problem (SC) by Kann [4] and hence is 1 + log(|V|) approximable [5, 6] . With respect to parametric complexity it is W [2] -complete under standard parameterization [7] . 1 This paper studies the edge packing problem (EDS ) and the vertex packing problem (DS ) which are the LP duals of EDS and DS respectively. We show that these problems are equivalent to the set packing problem. Consequently, edge packing problem is √ |E| approximable and vertex packing problem is √ |V| approximable where, E and V are the set of edges and vertices respectively in the given graph. Moreover, they cannot be approximated asymptotically within a factor of O(|V| 1 2 −ǫ ) for any ǫ > 0 unless NP = ZPP. As all reductions we propose are parameter preserving, they are FPT reductions [8] and conclude that the edge packing problem and the vertex packing problem are W[1]-complete. Section 2 introduces the problems discussed in this paper and Section 3 presents the reductions.
Preliminaries
Let G = (V, E) be a graph. Let e ∈ E and v ∈ V. Define N(e)={e} ∪ {e ′ ∈ E : e ′ share an endpoint with e} and It is easy to see that DS , EDS and S C are LP duals of the dominating set problem, the edge dominating set problem and the set cover problem respectively. The following is known about the set packing problem.
Definition 2.1 (DS ). Given a graph G = (V, E), the Vertex Packing problem (DS ) is to find a subset V ′ of V of maximum cardinality such that no two vertices in V
′ have a common neighbour in V. That is, if v i , v j ∈ V ′ , then N(v i ) ∩ N(v j ) = φ.
Definition 2.2 (EDS )). Given a graph G = (V, E), the Edge Packing problem (EDS ) is to find a subset E ′ of E of maximum cardinality such that no two edges in E
Fact 2.1.
1. The set packing problem is √ |U| approximable [9] . 2. For any ǫ > 0, the set packing problem is not approximable within a factor |U| 1 2 −ǫ unless P = NP and |S | 1−ǫ unless NP = ZPP [10] . 3. The set packing problem is W [1] -complete under standard parameterization [7] .
It is not hard to see that the LP dual of the set cover problem (S C) and the set packing problem are equivalent. We sketch a proof for this fact below for the sake of completeness. Proof. S C is reducible to the set packing problem: Given an S C instance T = (U, S ) where, U = {a 1 , a 2 , .., a n } and a collection of subsets S = {s 1 , s 2 , ....s m }, we can construct a set packing instance
Any set packing in T ′ can be converted to a feasible solution for S C in T of the same size:
which in turn implies that a i and a j do not simultaneously occur in any of the subsets in S (by construction). So it is safe to add a i and a j to S 2 . Hence S 2 is a feasible solution for S C of size k in T .
Similarly, any feasible S C in T can be converted to a feasible set packing in T ′ of same size:
Consider any two arbitrary elements a i , a j from S 1 . This implies a i and a j do not simultaneously occur in any of the subsets in S which in turn implies that s
Hence S 2 is a set packing of size k in T ′ . Thus S C is reducible to the set packing problem.
The set packing problem is reducible to S C: Given a set packing instance T = (U, S ) where, U = {a 1 , a 2 , .., a n } and a collection of subsets S = {s 1 , s 2 , ....s m }, we can construct an S C instance
Any set packing in T will be feasible for S C in T ′ : Let S 1 = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s k } be a feasible set packing in T with |S 1 | = k and suppose it is not feasible for S C in T ′ . Then there are at least two elements, s i and s j in S 1 such that s i , s j ∈ s ′ p for some p (1 ≤ p ≤ n), which implies that p ∈ s i and p ∈ s j (by construction). This again implies that p ∈ s i ∩ s j and S 1 is not a set packing in T . Hence contradiction.
Any feasible solution for S C in T ′ will be a set packing in T : Let S 2 = {s 1 , s 2 , ....s k } be feasible for S C in T ′ with |S 1 | = k and suppose it is not a set packing in T . This implies that there is some s i , s j in S 2 such that p ∈ s i ∩s j for some p (1 ≤ p ≤ n) which again implies that s i , s j ∈ s ′ p (by construction). So S 2 is not a feasible solution for S C in T ′ . Hence contradiction.
Applying the Fact 2.1 and Theorem 2.1, we get the following corollaries. Let T = (U, S ) be an instance of S C. 
Corollary 2.2. S C is
We will be using the following theorem to prove the equivalence of S C, EDS and DS .
Theorem 2.2. (Hall [11, p.106]) Let G be a bipartite graph with partite sets X and Y. X can be matched into Y iff |S | ≤ |N(S )| for all subsets S of X (Here N(S
) = {y ∈ Y|(x, y) ∈ E(G), ∀x ∈ S }).
Equivalence of SC, EDS and DS

Theorem 3.1. S C, EDS and DS are equivalent with respect to hardness of approximation.
Proof. We split the proof into four parts. The consequences of intermediate results are noted as corollaries.
Part (i) Reduction from S C to EDS :
Given an S C instance T = (U, S ) where, U = {a 1 , a 2 , .....a n } and S = {s 1 , s 2 , ....s m }. Construct a graph G = (V, E) where, V = U ∪ S and E = {(a i , a j )|∃s p ∈ S : a i ∈ s p and a j ∈ s p } ∪ {(a i , s p )|a i ∈ s p }.
Let 
Lemma 3.2. M is an edge packing in G with
Proof. Suppose M is not an edge packing in G. Consider any two arbitrary edges (a i , s q ) and (a j , s q ′ ) from M. As (s q , s q ′ ) E and s q s q ′ for any matching M, there is only one possibility for M not to be an edge packing:
′ is a set packing, a i and a j cannot simultaneously occur in U ′ yielding a contradiction. Hence M is an edge packing in G with |M| = k.
Next we will prove the corresponding converse. Let F be an edge packing of size k in G. Define P = {a i : (a i , a j ) ∈ F, i < j} ∪ {a j : (a j , s q ) ∈ F}. i.e., P consists of one endpoint, which is an element of U, for every edge in F.
Lemma 3.3. P is feasible for S C in T and |P| = k.
Proof. Suppose P is not feasible for S C in T , then ∃a i , a j ∈ P and s q ∈ S such that a i ∈ s q and a j ∈ s q and hence by construction of G, (a i , a j ) ∈ E(G). Now, a i , a j ∈ P means there exists α, β ∈ U ∪ S such that (a i , α) ∈ F and (a j , β) ∈ F. As (a i , α) and (a j , β) are two neighbours of (a i , a j ), F will not be an edge packing of G, which is a contradiction. Proof. Let T = (U, S ) be an S C instance with |U| = n and |S | = m. By the above reduction we get an edge packing instance G = (V, E) where, |V| = m + n. Let K be the size of an optimal solution for S C. By lemma 3.2, the optimal edge packing in G will also have size K. Hence a |V| α factor approximation algorithm for the edge packing problem yields an S C solution of size at least K/(m + n) α . By Corollary 2.1, S C is not approximable below a factor m 
Corollary 3.1. For any ǫ > 0, the edge packing problem (EDS ) is asymptotically not approximable within a factor of |V|
Part (ii) Reduction from S C to DS :
Given an S C instance T = (U, S ) where, U = {a 1 , a 2 , .., a n } and S = {s 1 , s 2 
′ be a feasible solution of size k for DS in G, then we can construct U ′ ⊆ U of size k feasible for S C as follows: for each a i ∈ V ′ , include a i to U ′ and for each s j ∈ V ′ , choose any one a i ∈ s j and include it to U ′ .
Lemma 3.4. U ′ is feasible for S C in T.
Proof. Suppose not. Then there exists a i , a j in U ′ and s p in S such that a i ∈ s p and a j ∈ s p . This means (s p , a i ), (s p , a j ) ∈ E. Thus the sets N(a i ), N(a j ) and N(s as N(a i ), N(a j ) and N(s p ) are not pairwise disjoint in G, all the above cases imply that V ′ is not a vertex packing in G, a contradiction.
For the converse, let U ′ = {a 1 , a 2 , ...., a k } be a feasible solution for S C of size k in T.
Lemma 3.5. U ′ is a feasible vertex packing in G.
Proof. Suppose not. Then
Thus S C is reducible to the vertex packing. Arguing exactly as in Corollary 3.1 we have: Proof. Given a vertex packing problem instance G = (V, E), the above reduction gives an S C instance T = (U, S ) (where |S | = |V|) and by Corollary 2.2, S C is √ |S | approximable. So the vertex packing problem is √ |V| approximable.
Part (iv) Reduction from EDS to DS :
Given a graph G = (V, E) (where, |V| = n and |E| = m), we can construct a line graph
Any solution for EDS in G will be a solution for DS in G ′ . Let T be a feasible edge packing in G and e i and e j be any two elements in T . This implies N(e i ) ∩ N(e j ) = φ which again implies that T is a feasible vertex packing in G ′ . Similarly any vertex packing in G ′ will be an edge packing in G. This completes the proof. Proof. Given an EDS instance G = (V, E) (where, |V| = n and |E| = m), we can construct a DS instance This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Summary and Conclusion
We summarize the observations proved in the previous sections into the following theorem. 
